White Oak Legacy Circle
Gift Intention Notification
For Beneficiary Designations in Wills, Living Trusts, Individual Retirement Accounts (IRAs) or Retirement Plans, Life Insurance, etc.
Elachee Nature Science Center thanks you for the confidence and commitment your estate gift represents toward the organization’s future growth and sustainability.

NAME(S) _______________________________ D.O.B. ___/___/_____
LAST FIRST M. I.

NAME(S) _______________________________ D.O.B. ___/___/_____
LAST FIRST M. I.

GIFT PURPOSE* □ Unrestricted □ Restricted

GIFT TYPE □ Will □ Revocable Living Trust
□ Life Insurance □ IRA or Retirement Plan
□ Other _______________________________________

APPROXIMATE GIFT AMOUNT** $________

* Elachee Nature Science Center understands that this gift is not legally binding on you or your estate, further understanding that your gift intention is completely revocable.

** Elachee Nature Science Center would be grateful if you would inform us should you change your intent, as it pertains to this gift designation, or should the dollar value of your estate’s potential donation significantly increase or decrease. If your gift is based on a percentage of your estate, IRA, etc., please estimate the current dollar value.

SIGNATURE(S) ____________________________ DATE ___/___/_____

SIGNATURE(S) ____________________________ DATE ___/___/_____

Elachee Nature Science Center is a private, independently owned and operated 501(c)(3) not-for-profit organization (Tax #58-1643768) promoting environmental understanding through education and conservation.